A REVOLUTION
IN MOBILITY

RHEINMETALL AUTOMOTIVE

IN CHINA

Are we on the brink of a continuous future trend
toward hybridization with a transition toward
electric mobility? And what role will be played by the
overarching factors such as urbanization,
demographic change and lawmaking?

Horst Binnig, CEO, on technological developments in the
automobile sector and the future
orientation of the company.

As automotive suppliers, classifying and projecting
the market development in as detailed and accurate
a way as possible is essential if we are to align our
portfolio for the future. Actually we are realizing a
clear growth in plug-in hybrids on a worldwide scale.
They are the current market drivers. And we also
continue to be well positioned for this development,
given our specialization in emission and consumption reduction as well as downsizing. At the same
time development cycles in the automotive industry
make it necessary to set a course for any core areas
at an early stage to be able to keep pace with the
competition and - even better - dash at the head of
the pack in the race for customer orders.
Looking at the future, I therefore see a clear need
for Rheinmetall Automotive to orient development
activities toward an ever-growing electromobility in
its various facets. Seeing the rise of components
for electro mobiles in our actual order intake we
assume that electric drives will take a fast growing

importance in this process. We need to meet this
challenge. That is why we are constantly aligning our
activities in research and development.

16 LOCATIONS IN CHINA

It is obvious that the electric motor will gain further
importance in the future.The diversity of the types of
drives that will then be available will supply us with
additional potential for new business areas. For
this reason, I am betting on a strategy that allows
the company to get the best from both worlds: in
addition to our vast expertise in conventional drives
and emission reduction, we will strengthen our
competence in relation to the upcoming changes in
the automotive market. In principle, our goal is the
same as it has been for more than 100 years: then
as now, we want to help advance the revolution in
mobility over the long term through novel solutions
and innovative products.
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Our pioneering technologies will sustainably
change tomorrow’s mobility. Experience our
innovative solutions for combustion engines,
hybrid and electric drives.
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SOLUTIONS FOR EMISSION REDUCTION,
ELECTRIFICATION OF THE POWERTRAIN
AND E-DRIVE SYSTEMS

COOLING SYSTEM & THERMAL MANAGEMENT
Variable mechanical
coolant pumps

SUITABLE FOR E-MOBILITY
PISTONS AND PISTON RINGS

VACUUM SYSTEM
Pneumatic valves

BEARINGS
Passenger car
aluminum pistons

Bearings

Passenger car
steel pistons

Flange bearings

Commercial vehicle
aluminum pistons

Metal bushings

Commercial vehicle
steel pistons

Permaglide
bearings

EMISSION REDUCTION
HP EGR-valves

Electrical coolant
pumps

Electric vacuum
pumps

E-MOBILITY
Battery trays

LP EGR-valves

Coolant valves

Mechanical vacuum
pumps

E-motor housings

HP EGR-modules

Thermal management
modules

Vapor pumps

Climate compressors

Piston rings (Riken)

Bearings for seat
adjustments

OIL SYSTEM
Exhaust gas flaps

LIGHTWEIGHT STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS
Shock towers

LP EGR-modules

AIR PATH AND BOOSTING

BRANDS

Mechanical oil
pumps

Cross members

BUSINESS UNITS:

Throttle bodies

ENGINE BLOCKS & CYLINDER HEADS
Engine blocks
Secondary-air
systems

Electric air chargers

Bearings
Castings
Large Bore Pistons
Small Bore Pistons

TRANSMISSION PARTS
Transmission housing

Variable
oil pumps

Actuators
Automotive Emission Systems
Commercial Diesel Systems
Pump Technology
Solenoid Valves

Hardparts
Mechatronics

Cylinder heads
Electrical transmission oil pumps

ACTUATORS
Turbo recirculation
valves
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Actuators

RSW Coating
Hydraulic valves,
solenoid valves
Variable valve train
Systems
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flaps

E-motor and gearbox

Battery pack

Range extender
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